SYMMETRIC SETS.
In Part I of this studyl it was shown that (5.0) under various convexity and symmetry assumptions on the set C E IR P , where P L denoted the p-variate-tormat distribution with mean vector 0 and positive defini tecovariancematrix Eo It is evident that such concentration inequalities for multivariate normal distributions in Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 of Part I remain val id when P L is taken to be a scale mixture over A> 0 of normal distributions on IR P with mean 0 and covariance matrix AL, e.g., a multivariate Student-t distribution. Like the normal distribution itsel f. such a scale mixture is both unimodal and elliptically contoured. It is somewhat surprising thatthe first of these theorems, and possib ly the other two as well, remain valid for all elliptically contoured distributions without assuming unirnodality.
Fefferman, Jodei t. and<Perlman (1972) substantially strengthened the concentration inequality in Theorem 3.1 for convex centrally symmetric sets C E IR P by extending it from normal to ell iptically contoured distributions (see also Das Gupta et al (1972) , Theorem 3.3). Surprisingly, their proof is also oaseo on Anderson's convolution theorem, Theorem 2.1, as was the proof of ( 1991) .
1-ses n norma case, a snow app in a quite different way. In this section we review their proof in detail to determine whether or not it can be extended to sets C with other convexity and/or symmetry properties. Whereas it does not appear that their method of proof remains applicable, in the bivariate case (p =2) an alternate geometric argument not only extends Theorem 3.2 (for convex o-tnvartant sets) and Theorem 3.3 (for G-decreasing sets) to elliptically contoured distributions but also enlarges the class of groups G to which Theorem 3.3 applies. These bivariate results are given in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 of Section 6. In Section 7, sharpened forms of the concentration inequalities in Sections 5 and 6 are presented for elliptically contoured distributions that are not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on IRP and which therefore may assign nonzero probabl li ty to the boundary of C.
Definition 5.1. The random vector X E IRP has an elliptically contoured distribution, denoted by X "" ECp(r), if its characteristic function cp(t) == E{exp(it~XH, t E IRP, has the form cp(t) =o(t~rt) for some function 0, where r is a pxp posit! ve definite matrix. Equi valently, (5.1 ) where r 1l2 is the pxp positive definite matrix such that (r 1/2 )2 =r and Where Z is an orthogona lly invariant random vector in IRP. If X has a probabil ity density function f on IRP then X "" ECp(I:) iff f(x) =/ r /-112 g(x~r-1 x) for some g; in particular, the multivariate normal distribution Np(O, r) is ECp(r). Theorem 5.1. (Fefferman. Jooeit. and Perlman (1972») . Suppose X ,.., ECp(l:).
If C E~1 (the class of all convex centrally symmetric sets in lAP) and C is closed. then [1 < l:2~PI:1 (C) > PI:2(C).
Proof. By (5.1), 
Thus the desired result is equivalent to the following assertion: for every closed K E~1 and every diagonal contraction mapping O.
This inequality is nontrivial since OK need not be contained in K. By means of the Divergence Theorem. however. it can be shown that 2 a K s assume so we 2The equality =in (5.8) may hold only for almost every d i • so a more careful argument is needed which makes use of the assumption that C. and hence K. is closed.
rst, K is not bounded. cons the bounded set K* == Kn(m-1 B). Fefferman et al (1972) . is an alternative to that used to derive (5.7) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 above (but see Remark 6.3). The second inequality in (6.6) follows since the width of the strip DL j cannot exceed that of L j as 0 is a contraction. Thus (6.3) is established. as gure 6.3: a star-shaped set K (shaded) that does not satisfy (6.9). ng three modifications: (i) the first equality in (6.6) must be replaced by the
strip DL j is both narrower and closer to the origin than L j. to app ly these resul ts it must be veri fied that K satisfies (6.9). This will be accomplished in. the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 by means of the convexity (or monotonicity) and 6-invariance of K. (6 is defined in (5.12).)
Before proceed with the statements and proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2
we describe the compact SUbgroups G C 02 acting on 1R 2 • It is well known (e.q., see Grove and Benson (985) . Theorem 2.2.1) that if G is finite then ei ther G is the cyclic group~2n of order n generated by the rotation through angle zrt/n else G is the dihedral group~l of order 2n g.enerated by and a single reflection
group of all rotations (all rotations and reflections) that leave a reqular n-gon
where "'2 is the group of sign changes of coordinates in lR 2 (recall Section 2 of Part O. Thus~21 and~} do not act effectively on lR 2,~2 2 and~l act effectively but not irreducibly, While~2n and~2n act effectively and irreducibly for n > 3 (see Section 3 of Part I for definitions). Finally, the only infinite compact SUbgroups of 02 are 02 itself and S02' the SUbgroup of all proper rotations of lR 2, both of Which act effectively and irreducibly.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that X ..., EC2(2:). If C E~G and C is closed, then 2:1 < 2:2::} PI:1 (C) > PI:2(C) provided that 2:1 is G-invariant and G acts effectively on lR 2 (i.e., G x~21 or~21).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the desired result is equivalent to the assertion that (5.7) holds for every. closed K E~G and every contraction D, where G is defined in (5.12).
If G =02 or S02 then G=G and~G is simply the class of all open or closed disks centered at 0, so DK C K and (5.7) is trivially valid. Thus we may assume that G =~2 n or~2n, n > 2. If n is even, however, then -lEG and the desired result is already a consequence of Theorem 5.1 (see Remark 5.1).
Since~/)~/ it therefore suffices to establish (5.7) when G =rs/ for n > 3
and n odd (for, G) G'::} rsG C rs G,). the set K E fg'G (shaded); G = , n =m = 3.
(6.12) 0< 6 j+1-<Pj < zrr/n < rr.
In particular, 0 < arclength(A j) < rt for j = 1, ... , m. Also, because K E~G C <' fll. G and G acts effectively on 1R 2 , the line segment [0, xl C K whenever x EK (apply Lemma 3.1 of Part 0, hence K is star-shaped with respect to the origin. By
Lemma 6.1 and Remark 6.1. therefore, in order to establish (5.7) it suffices to
show that K satisfies (6.9), where L j L+(A j) and K j is defined in (6.8).
The inclusion (6.9) is trivial if o{j =13 j so assume that o{j ;z: 13 i: i.e.. assumed that x lies in the lower shaded region in Figure 6 .5, rep lace 13 I: o{j +1
by o{j' 13 j-1 to get a similar contradiction. Thus (6.9) is confirmed.
0
Remark 6.3. This method of proof does not extend in any obvious way to the multivariate case p > 3. To see this, suppose that K is a closed convex Gt is essential to verify Figure 6 .5 accurately depicts the location of o{j+1' i.e., that o{j+1 lies in the half-open arc (:f3j' -o{j]' But this is equiva to condition <Pj < 6 j+1 < 6 j + rr, which follows from (6.12). where CG(x) denotes the convex hull of the e-orbit of Xi note that CG(x) E~G is a closed convex G-invariant polygon for every x E lAP. Recall also that every
It is readily verified from (6.13) (recall (5.6) and (5.10) -(5.12)) that if rl is e-Inverient, then (6.14 )
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that X ,." EC2(r). If C E ' 1fl. G and C is closed. then rl < r2 => PI:l(C) > PI:2(C) provided that rl is G-invariant and G acts effectively on 1A 2 (i.e.• G ;z:~21 or <tt},. but also G;z:~22 or~23.
Proof. If G =02 or S02 then 91l G =~Gand the result is trivial. Two cases remain. Since G acts effectively on lR 2 , however, a E CG(x) (see Lemma 3.1 of Part 0, hence T C CG(x) C K (recall that K E m G ), a contradiction. If it is assumed that x 1ies in the lower shaded region in Figure 6 .7, simp ly rep lace gx by s' X and (J3j' eXj+l) by (eXj' J3j-l) to reach a similar contradiction. Thus (6.9) is again veri fied.
(ii) G =<"Ji 2 n , n > 2. Since fg'2nc <"Jil this case is covered by (i) when n > 4, but the follow ing argument is valid for all n > 2. Note that if F l , ... , F 2n are the fundamenta 1 reqions" for the finite reflection group G == <"Jil. then fF l ..... fF 2n 6It is again essential to verify that Figure 6 .7 accurately depicts the location of gx, i.e., that gx lies strictly between the rays OJ and Hj. If we write x = Ix I exptin) with 8 j < rt < <Pj then gx = Ix lexp{i[rt +(2re/n)]), so it must be verified that <Pj < rt +(2re/n) < 8j + rt. But this follows from (6.12) with rr replaced by rr/z. Similarly. g-l x lies in the open region outside B and strictly between the infinite rays -R j and -OJ' 7The reader may review the elementary geometric structure of the reflect ion groups <"Ji/ in Grove and Benson (1985) . pages 8-9. in particular the representation lR 2 =u{gr-I g E <"Ji 2 n l, where F is the closure of any fixed fundamental region F for <"Ji/. Such a region is an open convex cone in 1R 2 that subtends an angle of rr/n at a and which is oriented such that the reflections across its two boundary rays, or walls, generate the group <"Ji 2 n . There are exactly 2n disjoint fundamental regions F l , ,F 2n , and for each g E <"Ji 2 n , {gF l , .... gF 2n } is some permutation of {F l , F 2n }. To establish (5.7) it again suffices to verify (6.9). All arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.1 continue to hold (inclUding (6.11) and (6.12) since 'H 2 n )~l) with the exception of the verification of (6.9). which must be modified as follows. If (6.9) fails, consider x EKj \Lt. By the definition of Kj , x must lie in one of the two shaded wedge-shaped regions indicated in Figure 6 .9. If x I ies in the upper shaded region, then (6.15) and x lies in the same fundamental region (call it F) as~I: Let W denote the first wall of F encountered when traversing S in a counterclockwise direction starting at~j and let r denote the unit vector normal to W that points into F.
Define g = t-zrr ', i.e., g is the reflection across the wall W, hence g EG. Then (6.16) by (6.15) and the two inequalities r'~j < r 'olj' rx > 0.(10) Thus, by (6.15) and (6.16) replace F by the fundamental region containing olj and replace CJ3j.olj+l) by (olj. 13 j-l) to reach a similar contradiction. Thus (6.9) is again verified. of dimension> 2 such that the restriction of the action of G to V is {±IL As Theorem 6.1. however. of proof used above establish In this section we extend this sharpened result from~1 to the classes~G and m G in the bivariate case and show further that if Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 can be extended from 1A 2 to lAP for p > 3 then for many groups G the "'1'\~U"l"\l",r forms of their concentration inequalities will follow as corollaries. This To verify (ii i), assume that Co x JZJ. Since G is effective, 0 EC (11), hence C is star-shaped with respect to O. Thus tC, and therefore tC", increases as ttl. Also, if x ECO then 1;X ECO for some 1; >1, hence x E1;-lCo 1;-1C" u{tC" til}, lIFor any x EC define xG =f Ggx djl(g), where jl is the Haar probabil i ty measure on G.
gXG =xG 'v'g E G, so xG =0 as Gis
s a so a 3. . set C must be supported at 0 by some {p-1 )-dimensional subspace, i.e., C {y E lAP Ia'y > O} for some a ;z: O. Thus, since C is e-tnvertant. a'{gx) > 0 '\Ix E C and '\I 9 E G, so a'xG =f G a'{gx)djl{g) > 0 (see Footnote 11). But xG =a as G is effecti ve, hence a(qx) =0 '\I x E C and '\I 9 E G. In particular ax =0 '\I x E C, contradicting the assumption that CO ;z: e , Thus it must hold that a E Co.
Therefore tC" == tC"+{ 1-00 C Co if 0< t <1 (ct. Eggleston (1966) , Corollary 2, p.10), so U{tC"ltil}CCo and {i0 is verified.
To verify (i v), assume that CO ;z: ft?f and 0 ;z: I. Let;(t and ;( denote the indicator functions of the sets DtCO and DC", respectively. If x E DCo then
x E DtCO for all t near 0, while if x e DC" then x e DtC" for all t near 0, so in both cases ;(t(x) -+ ;«x) as t~O. If x E d(DC) ( C DC") then either
x E DtCO for all t near 0, in which case again ;(t(x)-+;({x) as t i o, or else there exists a sequence tn~O such that x eDtnCO for every n, in which case ;(t(x) .,4;({x) as t~o. Therefore, in order to camp lete the veri fication of (iv) it must be shown that v (.6.) =0, where (7.2) .6. = Ix E d{DC) 13 tn~O such that x Ei DtnCO for every nl,
Since v( {x Ixi =0 for some i =1, ... , p}) =0, it suffices to show that v(.6.n{x Ixi ;z: 0, i =1, ... , pl) =O. We shall show that v(.6.nlA+) =0 where IA+ =Ix E lAP Ixi> 0, i = 1, ... , ph the other 2 P-l cases follow similarly. Set K =DC and x n =D(Dtn)-lX in (7.2). Since 0 < x n t x when x E IA+ (note that xn;z: x since D ;z: I) we have that 0 By (6.13), e E m G iff e is an (arbitrary) union of sets in~G. Since the boundary of such a set may be irregular, in order to extend Lemma 7.2 to e E m G it is necessary to impose an additional smoothness assumption on e.
One such condition, which covers most sets occurring in applications, is the follow ing: define me to be the collection of all e E me such that sc =a(C) =UMj' a finite or countable disjoint union of smooth (p-l)-dimensional manifolds M j (hence ae is piecewise smooth). Furthermore, it is necessary to impose a stronger assumption on the group G itself. Proof. Suppose that C e mG' By (6.13), C satisfies (D since CG(tx) = tCG(x).
To veri fy (v) . consider x e C-. Then there exists a sequence {x n} C C such that x n -+ x. Since and II gX n -gx II =II x n -XII for each g e G, it follows that S(CG(x n), CG(x)) < II x n -XII -+ 0, where S denotes the Hausdorff metric (cr. Valentine (1976) , p. 36).
But CG(x n) C C for every n, hence CG(x) C C-. Thus C-e m G and (v) is satisfied.
Since G is irreducible, CO =r;J implies that C ={o} (app ly Lemma 3.2), so To show that v{u{ tt" It i 1 }\CO) =0 it suffices to show that tt" C COU{uiR t) if 0< t < 1. For x E t"\(uiR t) choose a sequence {X n} C C such that x n -+ X; then as above, S(CG(x n), CG(X» -+ O. Because CG(x n) and CG(x) are bounded convex sets with non-empty interiors (since x n' XIt UIR iSl, and~l, while Lemma 7.2 applies to~l. Thus, from the equivalence of (a') and (c) in Lemma 7.1 we obtain the following sharpened versions of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2:
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that X ,." EC2(E). If C E~G' then E1 < E2. El~E2P rl (CO) > Pr2(t") provided that 2:1 is G-invariant and G acts effectively on 1R 2 (i.e .
• G~iS 2 1 or~21).
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that X ,." EC2(E). If C E m G , then 2:1 < 2:2. E1~2:2P
El (CO) > Pr2(t") provided that 2:1 is G-invariant and G is irreducible or is the direct product of irreducib te compact groups (i.e., G~~2 1,~2 1, or~l), but also G~~23.
Finally, sufficient conditions for the strict inequal ity v(CO) > v(D'C") to hold when 0 :'t I and C E~1. Their discussion remains val id when C E~e and G acts effectively, and when C E me and G is irreducible or is the direct product of irreducible compact groups. (When C E me, their argument on p. 118 showing that d'C" C CO must be replaced by our arguments in the proofs of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 showing that t'C"CCo and t'C"cCOU(Ulfi), respectivetg.)
